Abstract. This paper presents and tests a methodology that sinergically combines a select of successful advances in each step to automatically classify microcalcifications (MCs) in digitized mammography. The method combines selection of regions of interest (ROI), enhancement by histogram adaptive techniques, processing by multiscale wavelet and gray level statistical techniques, generation, clustering and labelling of suboptimal feature vectors (SFVs), and a Neural feature selector and detector to finally classify the MCs. The experimental results with the method promise interesting advances in the problem of automatic detection and classification of MCs 1 .
Introduction
The breast cancer is the most frequent form of cancer in woman. Statistics indicate that 1 in 9 women will develop breast cancer at some time in their life [1] . Currently, X ray mammography is the single most important factor in early detection, and screening mammography could result in at least a 30 percent reduction in breast cancer deaths [2] . A screening mammography program separates normal mammograms from the abnormal ones. The abnormal mammograms are then further evaluated by methods such as diagnostic mammography or biopsy to determine if a malignancy exists. Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD), is a way to potentially counter many of the problems that would result from screening a large number of women for breast cancer using mammography [2, 3] .
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, Model and theoretical fundament is presented. In section 3, we present and briefly discuss the results of experimental analysis. In section 4, conclusions are summarized.
Model and Theoretical Fundament
In Fig.1 , we illustrate the model proposed for feature vector generation. First, the ROI image is segmented from full digitized mammography previously diagnosed with MCs. Then, the ROI is analyzed by their histogram and it is then processed. The high bright values in the image are enhanced and the low bright values are diminished. In the following step, we apply feature extraction using wavelet features and gray level statistical features, building a SFV set by pixel as S s = {x (qs) : q s = 1, .., Q s }, where x (qs) ∈ R D is a D−dimensional vector and Q s is the number of pixels into ROI. The feature vectors set by pixel in S s , are then clustered using a self-organizing method to determine two classes, one class defined as normal S 0 , and other class defined as MC S 1 . The feature vectors subsets obtained are S 0 = {x (q0) : q 0 = 1, .., Q 0 , and
is labeled as normal (0) and MC (1). We used both subsets to be analyzed in their dimension by a GRNN as feature selector due to its capability of discriminate the existence of irrelevant and redundant attributes in each x (q 0/1 ) . So, we build two new feature vectors subsets S = {x
The new labeled subsets of d−dimensional features vectors and Q samples are most useful to distinguish normal tissue and MCs. Set S, is divided to obtain a training set and a test set. We use a three layered Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) feedforward neural network for detect MCs. 
Database and Preprocessing
The images database used in this paper are provided by Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) of the University of South Florida [4] . Special volumes of data have been extracted from DDSM for use in evaluating of our algorithms that focus on detection of clustered MCs. These volumes are defined as BCRP CALC 0 and BCRP CALC 1 in [4] .
Processing of Region of Interest
We focus in the analysis of the ROI images because the relevant information of MCs is concentred in this area. Contrast between normal and malignant tissue is usually present on a ROI but with an unclear threshold to human perception [5] . Similarly, MCs are a common indicator of disease, may not be easily visible because of low contrast. So, one of the main enhancements needed in mammography is an increase in contrast while reducing the noise enhancement to obtain a enhanced image f e (i, j) [6] .
Adaptive Histogram Enhancement. The histogram equalization is a widely used and well-established method for enhancing images [6] , and it will no be further explained in order to avoid to extend this paper too much.
Feature Extraction
As it is the basic information to design the NNs, feature extraction is of key relevance in this experiment. We use a four level multi-scale image decomposition to build four features by pixel. Additionally, we use a method proposed by Karssemeijer et al. [7] to found two features most relevant in the gray level structure as the local contrast and normalized local contrast . Then, we build a vector x (qs) , with six features.
Multi-scale Image Decomposition. In mammogram frequency representation, MCs are relatively high-frequency components buried in the background of the low-frequency components and very high-frequency noise [8, 9] . A tool very used in space and frequency domains is the wavelet transform [10] . Wavelet transform decompose the image in image bands of different frequency ranges. This can help to identify useful information important to MCs and eliminate the image bands which are not relevant [11] . Applying 1D wavelet, the enhanced image f e (i, j) is first decomposed row by row and then column by column using 1D wavelet transform. This yields four quarter-sized sub-images, Fig.2(b) . The wavelet processing is achieved through the filter bank also shown in Fig.2(a) , where D 0 is low-pass filter and D 1 is a high-pass filter, the symbol (↓ 2) means down-sampling by two and removing the odd-numbered samples. The input enhanced image f e (i, j) is filtered by the low-pass filter and by downsampling it by two, it yields low frequency components. The high frequency component are selected by the high-pass filter. The low frequency and high frequency components are the further decomposed into low and high frequency in the same way. This decomposition is called level-1. Sub-image HH(i, j) is called approximation level-1 and the rest details level-1. If we apply again the process to the approximation level-1, HH(i, j), we obtain level-2 decomposition, and so on to higher levels. The image f e (i, j) can be reconstructed in reverse order process. In Fig.2 (b)-(c), the ROI enhancement and their decomposition by wavelet 2D transform at level-2 of resolution are shown. In order to generate the wavelet features, each image f e (i, j), is decomposed up to four levels using the separable 2D wavelet transform. The wavelet used in this study is Daubechies orthogonal wavelet of length four [8, 10] . Then we eliminated the low frequency coefficients in the transform domain and later reconstructed at level 0 in each level. In each reconstructed level we have information of the MCs. Then, we have four features by pixel {x 
LL(i, j), LH(i, j), HL(i, j), and HH(i, j), as shown in

Local Contrast and Normalized Local Contrast
We consider adding two relevant features from gray level statistical image of f e (i, j) such as local contrast (LC) and normalized local contrast (NLC) proposed in [7] . LC is defined by the convolution of f e (i, j) with a 2D filter function. The filter function used in this experiment is a mean filter of window
and is defined as x (q) c in (1). NLC, is also defined as a contrast to noise ratio and is defined as x
c value is the LC and std (q) (f e (i, j)) is the standard deviation in a window 2 size n × n centered into position (i, j).
We build a normalized SFVs set into [0, 1] with the four wavelet features and the two gray level features as follow,
Clustering Method. In previous processes, we filter the ROI to remove amount signals of noise and background, but there exists the probability of finding low level objects in S s . It is possible that some features represent background, vases and tissue (Class 0) and others represent MCs (Class 1). The idea is that S s may be clustered in two possible class and build two sets S 0 and S 1 around of the prototypes of the class centres z (0) = {z
cn : w = 1, .., 4} and z (1) = {z (1) w , z
c , z
cn : w = 1, .., 4} respectively. So, we applied a well-established unsupervised statistical method base on improved K-means algorithm to classify the features into S s in two class S 0 and S 1 and defined as S 0/1 respectively in (4), where,
note that Q 0 + Q 1 = Q s . So, we use the centre values z (0) and z (1) as criteria to determine to which class belongs the MCs.
Feature Selection. The set S s , have Q s sample vectors and x (q 0/1 ) ∈ R 6 therefore D = 6. We do not know if the six features in x (q 0/1 ) are relevant attributes or are strongly correlated to obtain a high accuracy. We used a measure method focused to selecting features proposed by Belue-Buer in [12] , but we introduce the use of a GRNN instead of a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), under the hypothesis that it is much more appropriate for the application as explained in the next subsection. In order to prove which feature work best, the Belues's algorithm propose to train a MLP on the full set with D features. Their algorithm use the training to determine the relative significance of the input features and eliminate the ones that have low significance by a relevance metric. The relevance metric λ r , is defined on the rth input feature x Generalized Neural Network. We can see that the feature selector algorithm use G + 1 retrainings and this supposes a very slow process. Then, we use a GRNN instead of a MLP. The GRNN was introduced by Donald F. Specht [13] . The main advantage of GRNN over the MLP is that, unlike the MLP which need a larger number of iterations to be performed in training to converge to a desired solution, the GRNN needs only a single pass of learning to achieve optimal performance in classification. In general, we describe the operation of the GRNNs. Let x be a feature vector and y be a scalar (target), and f (x, y) the joint probability density function (pdf ) of x and y. The expected value of y, given x, is,
the probability distribution function pdf is unknown, therefore it must be estimated from sample values of x (qs) and y (qs) from a kernel function estimator proposed by Parzen, see [13] . So that we can obtain the conditional mean of y given x as,
where ρ is the width of the estimating kernel, Q s is the number of feature vectors and
We use a topology of GRNN proposed in [13] . The input layer simply passes the feature vectors x to all units in the hidden layers that are a radial basis function exp[(−
2 )] and computes the squared distances between the new pattern and training samples; the hidden-to-output weights are just the targets y (qs) so the output y(x), is simply a weighted average of the target values y (qs) of the training cases x (qs) close to the given input case x. We choose the most relevant features using Belue's algorithm combined with this GRNN and build a new d−dimensional feature vector set,
Classifier. For its good results to classify MCs controlling the false positive rate [11] , we use a three layer MLP neural network to classify the new patterns as normal (0) or MCs (1). The elements of the set S are used to train and test the MLP accuracy. The MLP have a topology of 10:6:1 fully connected with a sigmoidal function in each hidden node. The output node is thresholded to have a output between 0 or 1 for each class. We build a confusion matrix to determine the probability of detection MCs (TP),versus probability of false MCs (FP).
Experimental Results
We have used a database with 50 cases of mammographies diagnosed as MCs. The type of digitizer is a HOWTEK 960. The image resolution is 43.5 microns at 12 bits by pixel. The ROIs are extracted out of database with a overlay image marked previously by an expert. We obtained 168 ROIs in the segmentation. We centered and set each ROI in a sub-image of 256 pixels × 256 pixels (≈ 1.24cm 2 of area, MCs diameter have into .1mm at .05mm), so that we have 65,536 pixels by ROI. The ROIs (f ) are equalized by histogram analysis, and we suppress the pixels values very small to obtain a f e in each ROI. Then, we applied a wavelet decomposition on f e from level 1 at 4. We analyze only the high frequencies in each level due that MCs are high frequency objects. So, the low frequencies coefficients are suppressed before of the reconstruction of each image at level 0. We obtain four sub-images f ew of the same size in each ROI. We filter the f e using (1) and (2) to obtain two sub-images and we get f ec for LC and f enc for NLC in each ROI. In our experiments, we choose the window 1 size of LC as 9 × 9 and the window 2 size of NLC as 3 × 3 as in [8] . With the six sub-images {f ew , f ec , f enc : w = 1, .., 4}, we build the SFVs of the set S s with 550, 500 feature vectors obtained in image processing. Obviously, some feature vectors of S s belong to vases, tissue and background. Then, we clustered and labeled the feature vectors into set S s using the improved K-means algorithm. We obtained the labeled sets S 0 with 548,020 samples and S 1 with 2,480 samples. The sets S 0/1 are partitioned into two mutually exclusive subsets with 2480 samples in training set and 2,480 samples in test set. We train the GRNN and MLP (6:1) neural selectors with the training set to measure the relevance metric of each feature into feature vector. In Table 3 (a), reports the relevance metric λ i using Belue's method to compre the performs of both neural networks.
In Fig.3(b) , we show the effects in MCs detection using the trained MLP classifier (10:6:1), with 6, 5, 4 and 3 features in relevancy order. We denoted that with 4 most relevant features the detection of MC's is better with a area under curve A z = 0.954. The worse performance is with 3 features with A z = 0.721, and where Sensitivity = The results are comparable to other very well known researchs in the field [8, 7] , but on feature set that represents a typical MC with a shorter feature vector. Also, Belue's method modified with a GRNN reduces the time of training. 
